Computer-Assisted Speechreading Training system for Japanese (CAST-J) has been designed to train adults with an acquired hearing loss to improve their communicative ability with an effective use of visual speech information. Adults with cochlear implants are the primary target population for CAST-J, as long as they the auditory channel as their primary source of information for speech perception.
: However, when the trainee identifies the presence of a viseme but misidentifies it, i.e. when he/she puts the wrong viseme for the target, the feedback provides the answer for visemes which are not yet learned (C and V), but it only provides an underscore for previously learned and currently learned visemes. Table 4 illustrates this point for a trainee studying Lesson 5:
Thus, feedback is more demanding in later lessons, where the trainee is expected to know a certain number of visemes, than in earlier lessons, where the trainee is expected to identify only a few visemes.
In addition to a simple position-by-position match of the visemic code, a rightward search takes place. If the visemic code for the response does not match the visemic code for the targed in the corresponding position, the matching program continues to check the next characters, until the end of the minor string (i.e. until the next word/phrase boundary). If a match is found, (a number or C for a consonant, a letter or V for a vowel), the search re -start from the visemic code which is immediately right of the one matched last. Table 5 illustrates this point for a trainee studying Lesson 9: Although the matching provided by the system is not always ideal, it can provide feedback which is not too far from that could be given by an actual instructor.
N, DISCUSSIONS
This study is the first attempt to design a computer-aided speechreading thaining system for Japanese (CAST-J). In order to implement it and to further refine it, several factors must continue to be investigated.
The first factor is the definition of the viseme, 
